Survey Summary

LEARN ABOUT THE COMMUNITY

WHAT WE HEARD FROM THE COMMUNITY:

Water & Electricity sources are needed for events

Water features are cost prohibitive and maintenance is difficult. For small parks like Stout St Children’s Park, a water feature is not recommended per DPR Design Standards.

We love challenging play! Since the park is compact, we think that a tall play tower will be perfect for this space. We also like that a climbing tower will have appeal for a broad range of ages, from the littlest to the elementary-aged kids.

Although we understand the concern, having the park be more inclusive, not just to kids but also for young adults and grown-ups is a plus for the neighborhood.

We are currently looking into adding a crosswalk on 25th. The design will include elements such as a play tower, perennial beds, and an easy-to-read structure which have vertical presence. These elements will provide visual cues to drivers and hopefully help to slow them down.

That’s great! We will incorporate perennial beds at key locations welcoming you entering the park as well as borders on edges to be used as seat walls. Who doesn’t want multi-functional elements?!

We propose a basketball court ball stop feature to keep the ball in and players safe.

We love colors. The design allows many places to have art - by community or an artist - and colors. We will add colorful play elements and flowers too.

Although the current playground is in good condition, we would like to keep the flower beds.

Engineer arts and more colors.

We would like to have flower beds.

Adding gates will encourage folks to let their dogs run off leash.

We propose a basketball court ball stop feature to keep the ball in and players safe.

We are proposing artificial turf play surfaces as an alternate to wood chips which will require minimum maintenance, be safe and look great!

Proposed Design Over Current Site

Site Analysis

Keep

EXISTING TREES & SHADY AREA UNDER TREE

Need

BARRIERS TO STOP BALLS

Opportunity

GOAL LOCATION CAN CHANGE

Opportunity - BASKETBALL COURT

GOOD CONDITION

Opportunity - SHADE AREAS FOR PICNICKING

Opportunity - WATER FEATURES

GOOD CONDITION

Design Goals

- SAFETY
- INCLUSIVE / CHALLENGE PLAY
- EASY MAINTENANCE
- MULTI-USE SPACE
- FUN! EXCITING!